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Dabo Duck makes a 
splash at Clemson 
D.E. Lyles sophomore marketing major pumpkin seeds, grapes (cut Richard L. Saunders said 
Contributor said, the mallard led a humble in half) or peas are far better that Clemson should not 
life as a common duck in the than processed foods." stop at one duck, but that "it 
Clemson University's Clemson area. Along with this caution would be great to see a whole 
mascot has been the Tiger According to Carley about what to feed Dabo family of ducks living on the 
since Clemson was a military Cofield, a member of the Duck, students should also reflection pond" and that 
and agricultural school in Wildlife Program here at be prepared for the horrible "we really need to get him 
the late 1800s. The Tiger is a Clemson University, the chance of Dabo Duck finding a mate." 
very fitting mascot for a top- drake was a pet to a Clemson greener pastures - or in this Students seem to agree 
20 football team and public student before being released case, clearer waters - away with Dr. Saunders. Annie Kate 
university - but, what if you shortly prior to the end of from Clemson. Herlong, a sophomore animal 
were to find out that there was last semester. Rodriguez said, veterinary science major said, 
another animal boding for Shari Rodriguez, another "Mallards migrate in the "As long as the duck is safe at 
the top slot of school mascot? member of the Wildlife winter, but since we are pretty Clemson, and as long as it is 
And, what if you were to find Program, said that while Dabo far south, many Mallards eating properly, I think the 
out that animal was a far Duck is a socialite among winter here in the upstate, so school should give him its 
less ferocious and more students, there are some this guy is not in a place he full support." 
peaceful animal? No, precautions that we all need to shouldn't be." Marcus Anderson, a 
it's not the squirrels abide by in order to preserve Rodriguez went on to senior Industrial Engineer 
that seem to outnumber Dabo Duck and make his stay say that while there will be a major said, "Furman has 
students on campus. It's here at Clemson as pleasant brace of ducks inbound this swans, we should have 
the not-so mighty anas as possible. spring, that could mean that a duck." 
platyrhynchos, the "It's great that Clemson Dabo Duck will be moving The open arms of 
mallard drake - the students want to help on, but nothing is written the Clemson Family 
Dabo Duck. him out with food," said in stone. have even seeped into 
The Rodriguez, "but they should ''All ducks are not the Clemson University 
duck has been a definitely not feed him bread, migratory," Rodriguez said, Student Government. 
resident of the crackers, chips, popcorn or "so the duck may stay in Justin Smith, a sophomore 
reflection pond any processed human foods . the pond." Political Science major and 
behind the Cooper These foods have very little Dabo Duck cannot be CUSG Senator said, "Dabo 
Library since before nutritional value and often relocated to a natural habitat Duck should be allowed to 
Christmas break. contains mold (obtained from for ducks, due to the fact that stay at the reflection pond, 
Prior to his claim to the processing) that can be ducks are very territorial and unless a qualified official 
fame ofbeing "Clemson's fatal to some waterfowl ... if could see Dabo Duck as an deems it unsafe for the 
second mascot," as students do feed him, grains outsider and chase him away. duck to continue to 
Mari-Douglas Nevels, a (oats, barley), seed (birdseed, History Professor, Dr. reside there." 
T'ig111 Scientifica: t-1uman·Graltuate organization 
.Brain'· F>r'6'ject fails•·hosts International 
to meet expectations 
,_Mother Language Day 
Kelsey Morgan became a province of Pakistan student activists. Finally, in 1956 
News Editor known as East Pakistan. The Bangla was declared an official 
current nation of Pakistan was state language by the government 
This Saturday from 4 p.m. referred to as West Pakistan. ofPakistan. 
to 6 p.m. the graduate student Recent Clemson graduate Later in 1971, after a nine 
group Bangladesh Association and member of Bangladesh month long liberation war with 
Clemson will be hosting an Association Oemson, Akhter West Pakistan, East Pakistan 
event to cdebrate International Hossain, said ofthe history, "The became an independent country, 
Mother Language Day in Lee majority of the Hindus belonged Bangladesh. Since then, Feb. 21 
Hall Auditorium. to India and the majority of is observed in Bangladesh as a 
The event will cdebrate Muslims bdonged to Pakistan. holiday called "Shaheed Dibosh'' 
language diversity and But the thing is, the East and which translates to "the day of 
commemorate the martyrdom West Pakistan were about 1100 language martyrs." In 1999, 
of four student-activists in miles apart [and] the political United Nations (UNESCO) Henry Markram's project is expensive and lacking promising results. 
Bangladesh who were killed power being concentrated in proclaim~ Feb. • 2 l to be 
for protesting for the Bangla the West part, the East part was International Mother Language Haley Scruggs made the project difficult. From Human Genome Project, saying 
language to be included as victim of economic, cultural Day (IMLD) in commemoration Contributor the beginning the neuroscientists it was criticized and then was 
an official state language and militaty discrimination ... for the Language Movement pointed out that without precise proven to be successful. However, 
on Feb. 21, 1952. It became worse when the West of 1952. In October 2013, Henry hypotheses the simulations are the genome project had set 
The event has a $3.00 Pakistani leaders decided that Hossain said rhar the group Markram's brainchild was pointless, and they do not have a goals and challenges, which the 
admission fee, and there will be Urdu which is the language of hopes to promote linguistic launched. He sold the Human detailed 'connectome' that shows HBP does not. They also say 
a stage-drama of reenactments West Pakistan would be the only and cultural diversity and Brain Project (HBP) as a "bold the connections to neurons in that the time crunch imposed 
of various events that occurred state language, the only official multilingualism. He said, "We new path towards understanding the brain. Overall, the format created problems, but it is only 
from 1947 to 1952 which led language of Pakistan. But at that want everybody to feel love the brain." _and structure of the databases a problem because the core 
to the protests and shooting of time 54 percent of the people of and pride for their mother It sounded promising for and no concrete hypotheses to budget was not managed cost 
the four students. There will also Pakistan were speaking Bangla." language and - appreciate the treating neurological diseases, test is causing many issues. effectively. Where does this leave 
be a photo exhibition, a cultural Hossain said that the linguistic diversity in the world. building new technologies and Now the project is moving theHBP? 
program with a presentation on people ofWest Pakistan asked the We are most excited to inform bringing together two seemingly into its second phase and has There are many routes the 
Bangladesh and a performance Pakistani leaders for Bangla to be the Clemson community that different fidds, neuroscience and new objectives that decrease the project could take, the first of 
of songs being sung in an official state language along the Bangladeshis are the only information technology (IT). experimental neuroscience and which is taking out neuroscience 
different languages by with Urdu, but the leaders would nation who fought for their However, in an article recently fully eliminated the non-human­ indefinitely. This would cause 
international students. Delicious not agree. Even after the street right to speak in their mother published in Nature, this exciting primate research that originally many problems for a project 
Bangladeshi food will be protests were outlawed, students tongue. We fed proud that the project seems to be falling short gained the project a significant _initially devoted to the brain, and 
provided to the audiences. and activists of East Pakistan day we lost four precious lives to ofits promises. amount offunding. there would be no neuroscience 
According to the group's continued to fight for the Bangla establish our language right in Recent reports show that The most critical change partners involved anymore. 
proposal for the event, in 1947 language to be accepted as a state 1952 is now observed worldwide the HBP is morphing into to the objectives is the one that The next option is to split 
during the Partition of Indian language, and on Feb. 21, 1952, as the International Mother nothing more than an expensive eliminates all the cognitive­ the technology and neuroscience 
sub-continent, Bangladesh the police shot and killed four Language Day. database-management project. neuroscience sub-program. This portions of the HBP in ha!£ 
The HBP executive caused 18 head investigators This would appease both sides 
board revised the initial plans to quit the project, including and give the IT participants 
to reduce the experimental the director. This limits the a chance to make a new 
and cognitive neuroscience HBP to mainly simulations and independent entity that wouldFaculty .Obituary 
parts. This has enraged the building a massive infrastructure fund collaborative neuroscience 
· Kenneth 1\0LStanton Sr. of Pendleton, a Clemso11 systems support neuroscience community for existing data, which is useless to decipher brain function. The 
technician in Tiger One Card Services, died on Feb. 15 at age 52 in an such that some scientists when there are no hypotheses third option is to glue the HBP 
have signed a petition and experimental tests ro be back together and get it back onautomobile accident. Stanton was a 14-vear \Tte;,rn of Clemson and was 
of non-participation. done. Because of this, many are the right track. This is the most
also a\•olumeer firefighter for, ihe Saniy Spri1!gs Fire Department. The 
This would take a saying that the HBP is at best, a challenging, and would require
i11e111orial service will be Thursday at 12:30 p.m. at The Civic Center of lot of funding from the project waste oftime and money. the most work. 
Anderson-. He is smvived hy his wife and two sons. S.C. Governor Nikki and lower the quality of the Many neuroscientists feel One thing is for sure: as 
Haley has reque_sred for flagst~ be flown at half-staff on Feb. 19 to final product. Why is this that they were taken advantage of right now, the Human Brain 
honor Stanron fl>r his ser\'icc as a Ciicfiglucr. - "re-boot" happening? of when dealing with the HBP. Project is not moving forward, 
The ambiguities of the role Directors and administrators and things are turning into a 
of neuroscience in the HBP have are comparing the HBP to the money pit. 
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• SENIOR STAFF • 
HANNAH CLEVELAND 
Editor in Chief 
editor@thetigemews.com 
FRANCES FOSTER 
Associate Editor 
Dear Editor, petition the Government for information, that this is would America, a land of associate I.thetigemews@gmail.com 
Censorship: Liberty's a redress of grievances." It referring to communist the individual have existed? 
Silent Death is very clearly outlined that countries such as China or As a University and a society HEATHER MONTGOMERY 
Managing Editor Look out the though there is to be NO restriction Nazi Germany, sadly this as a whole must be weary of 
managing.thetigemews@gmail.com
police are out to seek whom on speech in any form. is happening right here choosing such a slippery path. 
they may devour. Here Those who are calling for in Clemson. There are Clemson which is currently NEWS 
news@thetigemews.comat Clemson, as a student criminal prosecution are in many dangers that present a presng1ous institution, 
KEl.sEY MORGANyou no longer possess the effect calling for censorship. themselves when it comes to claiming to uphold tolerance 
News Editor
freedom to express your According to Merriam­ censorship. First, who decides and diversity, as well as a JORDAN BYRNE 
views and ideas. Now if we Webster Dictionary what is and isn't acceptable. marketplace of ideas that Assistant News Editor 
are to speak we look over our censorship is, "the act of Then at what lengths must allow for innovation and THERESA CAMPBELL 
News Layout Editorshoulder in fear like that of censoring" that is to say, one go to successfully shutter cultivation of new ideas, 
ANNA MALLARD
criminals. There are those " a censor: a person who ideas deemed contrary? would be at risk ofbecoming News Layout Editor 
who wish to silent those who examines books, movies, History shows us the danger nothing more than an 
OUTLOOKthey believe to be wrong. letters, etc." There are a and failure of censorship. institution of indoctrination. 
opinions.thetigernews@gmail.com
Such individuals justify faction of individuals who Censorship, when allowed I say all this in the RowANLYNAM 
such demands for "criminal would like to bring charges over time leads to murder, a hopes that as a family; we Outlook Editor 
prosecution" behind the against any student who most permanent silence. This are free to think, inquire, SAAVON SMALLS 
Assistant Outlook Editorcloak of "tolerance" and uses what is deemed to be may seem extreme but in the speak, and communicate 
ERIN DERRICK"equality'' and a plethora of "defamatory speech" this words of George Santayana, amongst ourselves freely. Let Outlook Layout Editor 
other reasons. However they however is censorship in "Those who fail to learn us here at Clemson respect RACHAEL NUZUM 
do so with no legal bearing in any other sense of the term. from history are doomed to each other's differences and Outlook Layout Editor 
light ofthe First Amendment Those groups want to shut repeat it." The most recent deny the likes of those who REMY BARNWELL 
· Senior Staff Writerto the US Constitution. The up, effectively censoring a and perhaps devastating would like to divide us and 
First Amendment states, group of individuals whose example is the death of more create animosity amongst SPORTS 
"Congress shall make no law ideals are contrary to theirs. than three million people, our unique and special sports@thetigernews.com 
ELAINE DAYrespecting an establishment Our founders, who are still such as teachers, doctors, Clemson family. 
Sports Editor
of religion, or prohibiting held in esteem by these and Jews. In Liberty, RACHEL EAGLETON 
the free exercise thereof, same individuals would Consider the history Assistant Sports Editor 
or abridging the freedom not recognize this type of our own great nation, KAELYN IIARRis-VINCENTdujf,,v,t.W~ Sports Layout Editorof speech, or the press, or of America. One might did our founders not speak 
Political Science '18 JULIE WALLACEthe right of the people to think, when presented this contrary to the crown? What Sports Layout Editor 
peaceably assemble, and to scenario, leaving out relevant if censorship prevailed, HENRY HUTION 
Senior Staff Writer 
TIMEOUT 
Dear Editor, shout it from the rooftops. Movement. We can't pick to truly inspire and foster timeout@thetigemews.com 
We have all heard the But this concept applies (and and choose who gets to say an environment where free ANNA BLAKE KEELEY 
TimeOut Editordescription that the United must apply) to all aspects of what and when. This means thinking is the norm. It's how 
STu PENNEBAKER
States of America is a life-even those that dwell that sometimes things are we learn in our classrooms. Assistant TimeOut Editor 
melting pot. It is a melting in the darker corners of our going to get uncomfonable. It allows us to not only learn MARY ANNE KLEITCHFS 
pot of people, backgrounds society. If a citizen doesn't People's feelings will be hurt. from our professors but TimeOut Layout Editor 
LINDSEY WRIGHTand ideas. This, we are like a group of people based We will often be shocked from our fellow classmates. 
TimeOut Layout Editor
taught, is what makes our on race, religion, or gender, and appalled by the views The greatest professors SANAALIAZAMI 
country great. This is what they have the right to share of others. But, we cannot are those who create a safe Senior Staff Writer 
makes America the greatest that opinion-no matter and should not ask for the environment where stating AMANDA HOEFER 
Senior Staff Writercountry in the world. All of how disgusting the majority government to silence those what you believe is not only 
these different ideas from of Americans (including me) that we do not agree with - allowed but encouraged. It is PHOTO 
different people ofren lead to may find those views. It is because if we do - then what because of this that I find the photo@thetigemews.com 
disagreements. What makes because of this right that the will stop them from silencing demands to censor students AsHI.EY Srour 
Photo EditorAmerica truly great is that we KKK can meet. It is because you and me? both on and off social media 
can air these different views of this right that anti-Semitic Universities are so alarming. It goes against COPY EDITING 
and disagreements without groups can preach their supposed to be the pinnacle our rights as Americans and copy@thetigemews.com 
concern of governmental hatred. It is also because of for free thought and free undermines the credibility of HANNAH REESE 
Head Copy Editorrestriction. If you don't like this right that MLK was able speech. While the First our university as a whole. 
ALYSSA CHARNEY
what Congress is doing, you to stand up and speak out Amendment protects this Copy Editor/7m,flJf f1vh~can speak out. If you don't against the wrong doings of right in every aspect of BRE'ITRIGGS 
like a movie you see, you can society during the Civil Rights society, universities are meant Copy EditorPolitical Science '15 
SARA STAMATIADES 
Copy Editor 
MATIHEW STAPLETON 
Copy Editor 
Dear Editor, who had visited the US and Would his contributions toDear Editor, the best ideas rise to the top. PUBLIC RELATIONS 
While pondering helped found the school. the school be cited in defense AMANDA CARPENTERI am a fighter for free That is how freedom thrives. 
Clemson's dilemma regarding Now we discover, decades of keeping his name on Website Managerspeech. I believe in the In Tuesday's paper, 
website.thetigernews@gmail.comTillman Hall, I wondered later, that the same scientist the building? strength that derives from there was a letter to the MILLI DECOURSEY
what circumstances might had helped finance some A recent report byfreedom of thought, and our editor arguing for the Recruitment Coordinator 
lead a university to change the organization whose views the Equal Justice Initiative recruitment.thetigernews@gmail.comability to share those ideas. censorship of "hate speech." 
name of a building honoring ended up inspiring ISIS to kill of Montgomery, Alabama MATI SPADAROThis is not always the easiest Their argument, that white, 
Social Media & Marketing Directorone of its founders. What its hostages. Would we keep documents some 4,000cause to rally behind. People straight, Christian men social.thetigernews@gmail.com
determines the decision? The the name of the building? lynchings that occurred overcan be offensive. People can have and continue to ensure 
importance of that person to Alternatively, what if a several decades following DISPLAY ADSbe mean. People can be filled racism exists, is ignorant 
the early days of the school? businessman from England the Civil War. Were such adsJhetigernews@gmail.comwith hate. Believing in free and defamatory. While this 
The severity of his views immigrated to the US during acts incited by those, who, ELLEN WESTMORELANDspeech does not mean that argument is offensive, it Advertising Manageror actions? The identity of the 1840s and donated like Benjamin Tillman,we shy away from these types falls under the extraordinary 
the victims? a large sum to found a advocated violence and BUSINESS 
Suppose that Clemson school of entrepreneurship white supremacy? Whatever business.thetigernews@gmail.com 
of people. It means that we umbrella that is the First 
fight for their right to speak Amendment. The irony of 
had a school of natural at Clemson. Recently, Clemson ultimately decides, it KATIE CRAWFORDopenly as much as we fight that letter is that the writer Business Managerresources, where students historians discovered that the should consider the sufferingfor those with whom we is arguing that defamation 
could learn about geology and same man fought as an officer that resulted from the actions DISTRIBUTION 
resource extraction. Perhaps for the British during the of people like Tillman. distribution.thetigernews@gmail.com 
agree. We live in a country is wrong and should not be 
founded by people who allowed while simultaneously 
one of its buildings had been War of 1812 and ordered the ALLIE TATEunderstood the importance defaming a certain group of Distribution ManagerChris wil/atnamed for a Saudi scientist torching of an American city.of non-restricted free speech. people. The beauty of free AIDAN WARNERBuffalo, NY 
The best way to fight hatred speech is to allow arguments Distribution Representative 
KAlsHA YOUNGisn't to silence it but rather such as this to be made. This 
Dear Editor: modifies "predatory" and students to ensure that they Distribution Representativeto disprove it. If we silence is why I am fighting not 
Recently there have "defamatory." What has been sought sanction only againstthose with offensive beliefs, just for my right to speak 
been several letters criticizing asked of the administration, illegal speech. Not only waswe will never have the freely but also for those with CONTACT USstudent demands and then, is to prosecute speech I assured that that was theiropponunity to change their whom I do not agree. It is MAIN OFFICE 
a · supporting ad in this that is already illegal. That is intent; one student gave me a 315 Hendrix Student Centerminds. Silencing them will easy to condemn and want 
newspaper for calling for a very small range of speech, puzzled look and asked, "Why Clemson Universitynot change them. Taking to silence your opposition, Pbone(864)656-2150
the university "to prosecute usually involving specific would we ask somebodyaway their First Amendment but censorship is a beast that Fax(864)656-4772 
criminally predatory threats. Had the students to prosecute somethingrights will do nothing but knows no end. If you don't PRINTERbehaviors and defamatory sought to attack free speech, that is legal? That doesn'tallow . that hatred to grow agree with what someone Anderson Independent Mail, 
speech." This has been they would have placed the make sense." Anderson, S.C. 
misread as an attack on free term "criminally" before So let us join together in 
inside of them. By allowing believes, tell them. Let the 
them to air their views, we world hear what you think. 
The Tiger is an independentspeech. It is not. It is a bit rather than after "prosecute." a collective act ofgrammaticalalso give the other side the Silence is not the answer. organization comprised of manydepressing to explain middle Any reading of the demand adequacy and recognize thatsame opponunity to combat Censorship will not end individuals. The opinions expressed 
school grammar to a few that sees it as attacking free the student demands do not by any article may not necessarilythem. The amazing thing hatred. Once we begin 
university students (and three speech, then, requires either attack any speech that is represent the views ofThe Tiger about this country is that treading on free speech, 
professors who took out an an inability to understand the legally protected. Newspaper, Clemson University orevery person has the freedom what will stop them from 
the Board ofTrustecs. entire page ad based on their role of adverbs in word order of thought and speech. This silencing you? 
grammatical deficiencies), or a very tortured reading ofoften leads to debates where Letters to the Editor can 
but here goes. the passage. TPUMIU( be submitted to Mtvi!Jrrivh~ The word "criminally'' Before signing the ad, I Class of 1941 Memorial editor.thctigernews@gmail.com. 
Letters shall be no longer than Political Science '15 is an adverb that, in this case, checked with several of the Professor of the Humanities 
400 words and will run at the 
discretion of the Editor in Chief. 
--- . ,,.,,••••••{l!IIJ!l!BiiJr.lllfllllA 
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Yellow Jackets sting Tigers in Atlanta 
Clemson shoots 36 percent in critical loss to Georgia Tech. 
Sophomore Austin Ajukwa had a career-high 10 points in the loss against Georgia Tech. 
Elaine Day 
Sports Editor 
The men's basketball 
team desperately needed a 
win on Monday night in 
Atlanta if they wanted to keep 
their NCAA Tournament 
hopes alive. But, Clemson 
came out almost as cold as 
the weather, and offensive 
woes continued to plague 
the Tigers in their 63-52 loss 
to the Georgia Tech Yellow 
Jackets. Despite Clemson's 
10-game win streak against 
the Yellow Jackets, second­
longest in program history 
over another ACC opponent, 
the Tigers could not seem 
to dick on all cylinders on 
Monday against a team that 
now has only three wins in 
the ACC. The loss brings 
the Tigers to 15-11 on the 
season and an even 7 -7 in 
conference play. 
Offensive production 
started out slowly for both 
teams, but Georgia Tech 
managed to get out to an 
8-2 lead when Clemson only 
made one of their first nine 
shots. The Tigers made a 
comeback of sorts after that, 
hitting five of their next 
seven shots to tie it twice. 
The Yellow Jackets went 
on a run to be up by seven 
before halftime, but a strong 
defense that did not allow a 
point for the last four minutes 
of the half combined with a 
three from freshman Donte 
Grantham and a basket from 
redshirt sophomore Jaron 
Blossomgame cut Tech's lead 
to two at halftime. 
In the second half, the 
Tigers tied it up at 32 all after 
senior Damarcus Harrison's 
100th career three-pointer, 
but the Yellow Jackets went 
on a 14-0 run after that shot 
to seal their victory. Clemson 
never held the lead during 
the entire game. 
"Congratulate Brian 
[Gregory's] staff and players. 
I thought they played really 
well and really hard," Head 
Coach Brad Brownell said. 
"They had livelier legs than 
we did. I just thought they 
had more energy. The better 
team won tonight. They 
outplayed us. I felt like we 
were on our heels most of 
the night. In the first half 
we get down eight and battle 
back and cut it to two or tie 
it, then they get it back to 
six or seven, then we battle 
back and tie it. Every time 
the game got dose they'd 
punch us in the nose and 
knock us back a couple steps. 
When we cut it to two at 
half, I thought we might 
rally and get our legs under 
us and play well - not at all. 
Right from the beginning 
they played great. We didn't 
play very well in the second 
half. I thought we were very 
bad offensively. I thought 
we forced shots. [We were] 
a little bit selfish. [We] 
took bad shots. We didn't 
play good basketball at all 
in the second half. The 
better team won." 
One of the bright 
spots of Clemson's offensive 
performance was sophomore 
Austin Ajukwa, who led the 
team with a career-high 10 
points. Blossomgame also had 
10 for the Tigers. However, 
substantive offensive 
possessions were hard to 
come by for the Tigers, as 
they had 14 turnovers in the 
game. Clemson hit only 20 
out of their 55 shots on the 
night, good for 36 percent 
shooting overall. 
The usually strong 
Clemson defense even 
struggled in Atlanta. The 
Tigers out-rebounded five 
different ACC teams by 
double-digit margins this 
season, but Georgia Tech 
managed to win the rebound 
battle 38-29 over Clemson. 
The Tigers only have 
four games left in the regular 
season, starting with a 
game against the currently 
No. 4 Duke Blue Devils in 
Cameron Indoor on Saturday 
at 4:10 p.m. The game will 
be televised on ESPN. After 
the matchup with Duke, the 
Tigers will come home to 
play their final two regular 
season games in Littlejohn, 
facing Georgia Tech and 
NC State. Clemson will end 
the season on the road in 
South Bend, Indiana with 
a game against the Notre 
Dame Fighting Irish on 
Saturday, March 7. 
Women's golf begins spring 
season in Puerto Rico 
Clemson finishes 14 out of 15 despite strong 
individual performances. 
Henry Hutton 
Senior StaffWriter 
The Clemson women's 
golf team opened their spring 
season this past weekend in 
Puerto Rico at the Lady Puerto 
Rico Classic. Despite some 
great individual performances 
from a few Tigers, Clemson 
finished 14th out of the 15 
teams represented, a less than 
ideal start for a talented squad. 
This outcome was heavily 
affected by the absence of All­
ACC sophomore golfer Sloan 
Shanahan, who is currently 
unable to play due to an injury. 
The tournament, which 
took place at Puerto Rico's 
Rio Mar Beach Resort River 
Course, began on Sunday 
and did not start well for the 
Tigers. After the first day, the 
Clemson women were in last 
place in the competition with 
an overall score of 319 despite a 
great round ofone over 73 from 
sophomore Jessica Hoang. That 
score, which was impressive on 
a quite difficult and long course, 
placed her at 13th overall in 
the individual competition. 
Redshirt sophomore Lauren 
Salazar finished with a five over 
par 77 and was the only other 
Tiger with a score under 80. The 
other scores for the Tigers on 
Sunday were freshman Marisa 
Messana with 81, sophomore 
McKenzie Talbert with 88 and 
freshman Riley Lovorn with 89. 
Clemson was able to 
improve its performance the 
following day, cutting their 
team score by nine total 
strokes to 310 and moving to 
14th in the team competition. 
On Monday, Salazar led the 
Tigers with an even par 72, 
rebounding from her somewhat 
uncharacteristic performance 
the previous day. Her solid day 
left her in a tie for 20th place 
in the individual competition. 
Messana drastically improved 
on her Sunday score by shooting 
a two over 74, the second best 
Clemson score of the day. 
Talbert had an 80, Hoang 
dropped to an 84 and Lovorn 
rounded out the middle day 
of competition for the Tigers 
with an 87. 
As a team, Clemson once 
again improved on the final 
day of competition with a team 
score of 307 for a three-day 
total of 936. The highlight of 
the weekend was Salazar's finish 
in 22nd place of the individual 
competition. Salazar shot a 7 4 in 
the final round, giving her 223 
over the 54-hole tournament, 
a total of seven over. Messana 
finished second for the 
tournament out of all Clemson 
players with a three day total 
of 232 after a 77 on Tuesday. 
Hoang, who led the Tigers after 
the first day, finished with a 236 
overall and a final round score 
of 79, making Tuesday the only 
day Clemson had three golfers 
with scores under 80. Talbert 
continued to improve with a 
final round of 77 and a total 
of 245. Lovorn's 87 and 263 
respectively rounded out the 
field for the Tigers' first week of 
competition in 2015. 
Clemson will now travel 
to New Orleans, Louisiana 
next week for the Allstate Sugar 
Bowl Invitational at the English 
Turn Golf and Country Club. 
• 
• 
• FRONT PORCH AND BACK YARDBRAND NEW 3SPACIOUS BEDROOMS WITH 
PRIVATE BATHROOMS &CLOSETSCOTTAGES 
50" WALL-MOUNTED SMART TV 
• SS APPLIANCES AND GRANITE$550/ROOM* • GUEST BATH AND LAUNDRY AREA 
• • ~~ I i I ~'-'"= 
-WOM vs. VIRGINIA TECH~~c c=-,.o.c 
-Bl&EBIHll VS. MAINE 
-WOME BISMBiliB~UU 
VS. GEORGIA TECH 
- WEEKLY 
DRAWINGS 
ON TWITTER 
@VARSITYCLUBCU 
• PLENTY OF GUEST PARKING 
• COVERED B-B-0 AREA 
• CAT BUS STOPS AT ENTRANCE 
• MINUTES FROM HENDRIX ON CAT 
• NEXT TO BILD &BEEF 'O' BRADY'S 
YARSITYCLUBCLEMSON.COM 
OG (864) 650-2150 
* Rent does not include cable or utilities. Varsity Club to be completed by Aug. 1, 2015. 
- ~l4']1Jtiiffll' ·~"'~""RIIIIII -~~ 
The Clemson Institute for the Study of Capitalism 
presents the Spring 2015 John W. Pope Lecture 
Pulitzer Prize Laureate George F. Will 
"America's Great Debate: James Madison vs. Woodrow Wilson" 
THURSDAY, FEB. 26, AT 4:30 P.M. 
TILLMAN HALL AUDITORIUM 
FREE AND OPEN TO THE PUBLIC. 
CLEMSON' 
INSTITUTE FOR 
THE STUDY OF CAPITALISM 
Grad Fair 
The Bookstore is hosting the annual Grad Fair for all May 
graduates. Get everything you need in one stop. Order 
your regalia, diploma frame, class ring and more! All 
Bachelor, Master and Ph.D graduates are invited. 
When: February 25th through February 27th . 
Time: 9am till 4pm 
Where: Hendrix Atrium · 
Free refreshments will be served. 
Contact: Angela Allen aal1en2@clemson.edu 
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The science of love is ''The Theory of Everything" 
Brian Williams -
Amanda Hoefer 
Contributor 
Brian Williams, anchor and 
managing editor of the NBC 
Nightly News, has come under 
fire in past weeks concerning his 
"mis-remembrance" of events 
that occurred during his coverage 
of the Invasion oflraq in 2003 
On Feb. 4, Williams 
recanted a story he told on his 
Jan. 30 broadcast, in which he 
stated he was aboard a Chinook 
helicopter that came under RPG, 
or rocket-propelled grenade, fire. 
Williams was in fuct aboard a 
following helicopter that was 
under no such duress. Afi:er 
apologizing to viewers and the 
network, Williams has been 
given a six-month suspension 
without pay over what he 
categorizes as fuulty memory, 
and what many categorize as a 
straight-up lie. 
Naturally, many viewers 
and admirers of Mr. Williams 
are appalled. We trust our 
Sarah Barry 
Contributor 
James Marsh's "The 
Theory of Everything" (2014) 
tells the love story of world­
renowned astrophysicist Stephen 
Hawking (played by Eddie 
Redmayne) and the beautifully 
romantic and religious Jane 
Wilde (Felicity Jones). Adapted 
from Jane Wilde Hawking's 
novel "Travelling to Infinity: 
My Life With Stephen," the film 
recounts their relationship from 
the beginning at Cambridge 
University in 1963 - shortly 
before he is diagnosed with 
motor neuron disease and given 
two years to live (soon before his 
21st birthday). It is no spoiler 
ro say Hawking exceeded this 
life exoectancv. 
newsmen and women to give us 
an "accurate" snapshot of life, to 
tell us the "truthful" stories that 
inform our lives in ways big and 
small. Especially considering the 
uber-partisan news being peddled 
by the likes of Fox News and 
MSNBC, we count on network 
anchors like Brian Williams for a 
closer interpretation of the fucts. 
Williams' misrepresentation 
of the truth erodes an already 
shaky trust that we have in our 
news anchors. However, his tall 
cales aren't the only aspect of his 
life that should be put under a 
microscope - Williams is not 
who we think he is. 
Brian Williams has 
another name, another fumily 
and another life fur, fur north of 
the New Canaan, Connecticut 
home that he shares with wife 
Jill Stoddard, where his grown 
children, Allison and Douglas, 
were raised. Brian Williams has 
another wife, and a makeshift 
fumily of reindeer and small 
adults with rather pointy ears, 
shows how, in Hawking's own 
words, "science is not only a 
disciple of reason bur, also, 
one of romance and passion" 
(Parade.com). Marsh said that 
when Hawking saw the film, 
a nurse wiped 
a tear from his 
cheek as the 
lights came on. 
So impressed 
with the film's 
progress, 
Hawking gave 
the filmmakers 
license to 
the truth revealed 
in the fur northern reaches 
of our hemisphere, past even 
Canada and Greenland. He 
only spends one day every year 
with his other fumily, on a rather 
ambitious gift-giving mission 
that spans the globe. Williams' 
other persona, known to friends 
and fumily as Kris Kringle, is in 
fuct more fumous than the news 
anchor. Children all over the 
world write letters to Kringle to 
solicit Christmas gifi:s, and to 
prove they are worthy of such. 
In the wake of his "un-truths" 
over at NBC News, Williams' 
secret life has unraveled before 
our eyes - he is indeed 
Santa Clause. 
While it is unclear why 
Williams has worked so hard 
to hide his secret life as one 
of the world's most beloved 
figureheads, the conspicuous 
lack of Christmas broadcasts 
and his jolly nature, as evidenced 
by guest appearances on the 
Daily Show and 30 Rock, lend 
some credence to this theory, 
tougher. Life wears them down, 
but in the midst ofextraordinary 
situations (fame and death), 
they are able to reconcile 
what most people cannot: 
spiritual faith. 
"My expectations 
were reduced to 
zero when I was 21. 
Everything since 
then °has been a 
bonus." 
- Stephen Hawking 
Hawking's 
work on black 
holes ( the film 
only scratches 
the surface) 
controversially 
shows that the 
laws of nature 
suggest there is 
no need for a 
which has been whispered and 
circulated throughout the news 
establishment for many, many 
years, despite no proof to speak 
of. However, in the wake of 
his latest scandal, scrutiny into 
Williams' private life has revealed 
Williams in a series of damning 
positions. From flying off from 
Teterboro, a NYC private airport, 
in his jaunty red sleigh, to sliding 
out of cabs early in the morning 
into the studio with his beard 
and hat still on, the public now 
has concrete evidence linking 
him to the life he has been 
denying. This serious revelation 
has lefi: the public reeling, and 
with a series ofhard questions -
is Santa Gause ageless? Is Brian 
Williams really that tan and 
skinny? Do his critics get coal 
every year? As Williams, NBC 
and his office in the North Pole 
refused to comment, perhaps our 
doubts, worries and concerns will 
lay unanswered. Regardless, our 
trust in network broadcasting 
will remain forever broken. 
In the documentary 
"Hawking," referring to the 
collapse of her marriage, Jane 
said their home situation "forced 
us into our own little black hole" 
(Wired.co.uk). 
Love shouldn't entail giving 
everything. While focusing on 
their three children, Stephen's 
health and his increasing fame, 
Jane was unable to pursue her 
own passions, and ultimately, 
they are driven apart. If we have 
to change completely instead of 
together, love (like black holes) 
will pull us apart at the core. The 
film's romance may not be ever­
lasting love, but it is love, and 
when time isn't on our side, love 
is all we can ask for. 
Long story short: 
Romantic films have become 
too formulaic. We need 
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DO YOU WANT 
TO&UILDA 
SNOW~AN? 
EMILY RICHARl>S, CONTRl&UTOR 
The five things you must do 
for MORE snow: 
WERK THAT OUTFIT 
You must wear your bathing suit under your clothes 
the day you want it to snow. Everyone knows that the 
snow gods are the Kanye Wests of the weather; their 
egos blind their judgment. They • 
will see your outfit as a threat to 
their power. By giving them the 
figurative middle finger, they are 
left with no choice but to produce 
snow to show their strength. 
• • 
CHOOSE YOUR WORDS 
You can't say any words with letters s, n, o or w in them. It 
may seem impossible at first, but it's really quite simple. For 
example, if your teacher asks you if you did your homework, 
you cannot be honest and say "no" but you also can't lie and 
say "yes." Both words are off 
limits on any day you're wishing 
for snow. This forces you to be 
more creative. Instead, you can 
distract them and say, "Jack 
killed my pet caterpillar." It will 
leave your teacher so confused 
they will be forced to move on. 
CRACK THE SQUIRRELS 
The squirrels hold the key to the 
snow vaults. You must gather 
up all the squirrels on campus 
and throw giant marshmallows 
at them until they tell you 
where it is. Everyone knows the 
squirrels by Cooper Library are 
the weakest and easiest to crack. . 
Once they tell you where the 
key is, you can either release the 
squirrels or banish them. The 
choice is yours. 
AMUSE THE TRO LS 
Before you go to sleep, put your computer in the corner of 
your room facing the wall. Go to the Netflix homepage, and 
make sure the volume is turned on. While you're asleep, the 
snow gods will send their trolls down to prepare the earth 
for snow. They are extremely lazy trolls, and they enjoy 
taking Nerflix breaks. They'll most likely want to watch 
"New Girl," but let them decide. They'll come out of the 
cracks in the wall and sit in the corner for a few minutes at a 
time. They know how to work Netflix, but often get upset if 
it has to buffer. Ifyou wake up 
to a desuoyed laptop, it is most 
likely due to them smashing 
it against the wall while it was 
buffering. If this happens, know 
that your laptop died for a 
noble cause. 
&OTHER YOUR ROOMMATE 
The last and most important step is to wake your roommate 
up every time there is a two on the clock the night before 
you want it to snow. The snow gods view the number two 
as a holy number, and they will 
expect you to pay it respect. 
Once your roommate is awake, 
you both must perform the 
snow dance that the squirrels 
will teach you. At 2:22 a.m., 
you must perform this dance 
while singing the entire 
"Frozen" soundtrack at the top 
ofyour lungs. 
All five steps must be done petfecdy fur snow to falL 
Your procrastinating classmates are counting on you to 
get them out ofdoing their homework and studying 
fur their tests. The fate ofmankind depends on you. 
Well, not really, but a day off&om class would be 
greatly appreciated. 
use audio produced by his 
trademark speech synthesizer 
(Variety.com). 
What I love most about 
this film is (SPOILER ALERT) 
boy-and-girl don't end up 
toe:ether, but are toe:ether for 
creator. Jane, whose Catholic 
beliefs helped her through the 
toughest times of her husband's 
disease, chose to stand by him 
through the physical aliments. 
All the while, though, she 
watched him attempt to 
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Roommate troubles? 
Relationship problems? 
Tossing & turning? 
Losing sleep over the 
chaos that is your life? 
A 
.Ac:ross 
1-Ghosr; 
6-- Bibliography abbr.; 
I0- Cries ofdiscovery; 
14- Is wearing; 
15- Carson's sua:essor; 
I6-- Barrett ofgos.sip; 
17-Take the honey and 
run; 
18- Not ofthe cloth; 
19- Take down __; 
20- Conger; 
21- Eternal; 
24- Devise beforehand; 
26-- Up-to-date; 
27- Dusk, to Donne; 
28- Met highlights; 
30- More competent; 
33- Community spirit; 
34- Samuel's teacher; 
37- Lively dance; 
38- Actress Sophia; 
39- Banned apple spray; 
40- Corp. bigwig; 
41- Fungal infection; 
42-Penned; 
43- Pass into disuse; 
44- Abner's adjective; 
45- Busybodies; 
48- Man who has lOSt his 
wife; 
ASK 
AGATH 
tigertimeout@gmail.com 
HOROSCOPES · 
You know what helps you 
handle cold weather? A beer 
► blanket ... wrap yourself up and 
enjoy the weather! 
Valentines day is over (thank 
goodness). Dustyoutse!foff, finish 
► your last piece ofheart-shaped candy 
and go get your freak on. 
No more snow? Your narurally 
vivacious narure is making you feel 
► stir crazy this week. Deep breath and 
try to enjoy the serenity ofthis week. 
Internet down? There are worse 
things than a few Netflix-less days
► (so my mom tells me). Bundle up 
and get creative! 
The weather outside is frightful. Clas.ses 
aren't officially cancelled, but it would 
► probably be wise to go into hibernation 
this week 
52- Spread by metastasis; 
55- Lyric work; 
56-- "So be it"; 
57- _ old cowhand ...; 
58- Norwegian name of 
Norway; 
60- Shrivelled, without 
moisture; 
61- Central part; 
62- Relaxed; 
63- ''.Aquarius" musical; 
64- Actor Kristofferson; 
65-Apparel; 
Down 
1-0visaries; 
2-Morewan; 
3-_Mio; 
4-Alley __; 
5- One bent in reverance; 
6-- Actress Barkin; 
7-Eyedrop; 
8- Indigo source; 
9- Place; 
28- Grows in 
Brooklyn; 
29- Perlman of"Cheets"; 
30- Circle section; 
31- Yellow and black 
insect; 
32- The Lion; 
33- Seemingly forever; 
34- ''Xanadu" band; 
35- Back muscle, briefly; 
36-- Intense anger; 
38- Lip cosmetic; 
39- He sang about Alice; 
41- Knocks lightly; 
42- Broadened; 
43- One that lends; 
44- Designer Claiborne; 
45- Shatter; 
46- Where Herrules slew 
the lion; 
47- Oieri of"Satunlay 
Night Live"; 
48- Fermented grape 
juices; 
49- More unfavorable; 
50- Perimeters; 
10- Speaks publicly; 
11- Driver's invitation; 
12- Without a break; 
13-Tending to sag; 
22- Moving vehicle; 
23- Ladies ofSp.; 
51- Orchestra section; 
53- Latin love; 
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54- Delhi dress; 
59- Implement used when 
rowing a boat; 
Email us your deepest 
darkest inner issues 
and Agatha will provide 
you with some words of 
wisdom. All responses 
will remain anonymous. 
~ 
• 
AQUARIUS 
,,ti Jan. 20 - Feb. 19 
(l ~~,PISCES 
· Feb. 20 - March 20 
ARIES 
March 21 - April 20 
~ ~TAURUS 
~ .. 
. ·'.. April 21 - May 20 
tit GEMINI'JJ~J\ May 21 - June 21 
,t..,
\11,:
-t,\ CANCER;•,~f... June 22-Juty 22 
I 
fl LEO
"'J. ~, "- July 23 -Aug. 23 
t-Aug. 24 - Sept. 22 
~UBU 
Sept. 23 - Oct. 23 
" It~ SCORPIO~=~SE~t' Oct. 24 - Nov. 21--
., SAGITTARIUS 
Nov. 22 - Dec. 21 
... CAPRICORN 
Dec. 22-Jan. 19 
► 
► 
► 
► 
► 
► 
► 
Cold hands, warm heart. Use your free 
time this week to do something kind 
for othets, like freding Dabo duck. 
The smattering ofsnow on the ground 
makes Oemson look even better than 
usual. Let the beauty inspire you to do 
something spontaneous, like throwing 
a snowball at your crush's window . 
Class cancellations make this week a 
perfect one to treat yo sel£ Splurge on 
a grande Starbucks or a buflalo chicken 
wrap (or two). 
There's snow time like the present. 
Go full out YOLO this week. 
1his icy weather is shifting your 
chakras out ofwhack. Try to stay 
2.en this week by drinking lots ofhot 
chocolate and raking plenty ofnaps. 
No matter how much the cabin fever 
sets in, don't do anything too crazy. You 
aren't going to like those bangs you gave 
yourself in the morning. 
Shivering burns calories. No need to 
hit the gym this week. 
Horoscopes by: Timeout Staff 
Private Lakefront Student Community 
• Washer &Dryer In Each Unit • Private Bathrooms 
• High Speed Internet Available • Barbeque Picnic Area 
. ' • Basketball Court • Gas Grills 
• Pool &Fitness Center • Boat Dock 
• 2, 3, &4-Suite Condominiums·Hart's Cove 
OTHER 
FEATURED 
PROPERTIES 
• Tillman Place 
• Oak Crest 
• Cedarwoods 
• Lakecrest 
• Crawford Mills 
• Campus West 
• Fort Hill Commons 
• Village Green 
• Heritage Place 
• Crawford Falls 
• Daniel Square 
• Riverbank Commons 
• University Place 
• College Heights 
• Pineherst 
• • 
I 
• 
3 & 4 BEDROOM OPTIONS AVAIL 
FOR ALL FLOOR PLANS 
INDIVIDUAL LEASES 
ROOMMATE MATCHING 
PRIVATE BED AND BATH 
FULL SIZE WASHER/DRYER 
WALK-IN CLOSETS 
DISHWASHER 
CABLE & INTERNET 
WATER & SEWAGE 
24/7 CLUBHOUSE 
COMPUTER LAB 
FITNESS CENTER 
2 SWIMMING POOLS 
SAND VOLLEYBALL 
CONFERENCE ROOM 
CABANA 
BASKETBALL COURT 
FREE TANNING 
ON-CALL MAINTENANCE 
COURTESY PATROL 
RESIDENT EVENTS 
ON-SITE MANAGEMENT 
& MORE! 
ASK HOW YOU CAN GET S175 
OFF SEPTEMBER RENT! 
